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Abstract:

In this work, it was found that, on air jet weaving machine, the increase in the harnesses crossing angle as well as the shed size enhanced the processes of weft insertion. The matter which resulted in a reduction in weft stops. The warp stops were raised when the harnesses crossing angle and the shed size were increased. A harnesses crossing angle of 32° and shed size of 32° showed a low number of weft stops and warp stops per cm² during weaving.

1. Introduction:

The productivity of the weaving machine affects, to a large extent, the economics of the weaving process. The increase in the speed of the weaving machine results in an increase in the productivity of weaving. However, this is influenced by the yarn stops during weaving. The recent development in air jet weaving showed a remarkable increase in the speed of weaving machine (1100 c.p.m. was shown at ITMA '77). A speed of 700-800 c.p.m. is considered now a normal running speed of an air jet weaving machine. This broadens the wide range of fabrics which can be produced on air jet weaving. This makes the air jet weaving machine very much popular in the textile industry. The matter which imposes a certain requirement to the quality of warp and weft yarns in order to reduce the yarn stops during weaving[1]. The warp yarns are subjected to a high and repeated tension and abrasion stresses, the matter which may cause a warp break. A high quality yarn from spinning as well as a good yarn preparation for weaving (winding, warping and sizing) will reduce the number of warp breaks in weaving[1 & 2]. This is also influenced by the adjustment of the warp tension on weaving machine. Also the weft yarn is subjected to a high tension due to the high initial acceleration of yarn and high insertion velocity (40-50 m/sec., corresponding to insertion rate of 1200-2000 m/min.). The matter which may cause a weft break during weaving. However, most weft stops on air jet weaving are not caused by weft breakage, as it was reported by (4) and (5). It is clear from reports that...
most of these weft stops are due to the incorrect adjustment of the process of air jet weft insertion. This causes a large number of weft stops per cm of warp compared to that of warp stops. Sometimes the ratio of weft stops to warp stops reaches 3. Which influences the productivity of the weaving machine.

Recently, the textile industry in Egypt started to replace the depreciated shuttle looms with air jet weaving machines. Thus, it became necessary to study the factors influencing the weft and warp stops during weaving, specially for the quality of yarns in Egypt. This will help in increasing the productivity of weaving and improving the quality of woven fabrics on these machines.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the influence of the harnesses crossing angle and shed size on:

1-number of weft stops per cm, and
2-number of warp stops per cm.

This will lead to a correct adjustment of harnesses crossing angle and shed size to reduce the number of weft and warp stops per cm. (cm²/100,000 pick).

2-Weaving Machine Description:

The Picandell PAT-A air jet weaving machine was used in this work. The machine was running at speed of 644 p.p.m. to weave 170×72/cm²×10 plain cotton fabric (28% combed yarn). The width in reed was 67.3 inch (17 cm) and the pick length was 69.3 inch (176 cm). The insertion system consists of fixed nozzle, main nozzle, relay nozzles and profile reed. Figure(1) shows the arrangement of the fixed nozzle, main nozzle and yarn accumulator. The main nozzle is fixed to the sley, the matter which changes the length of weft yarn between the main nozzle and fixed nozzle during insertion. This affects the yarn movements during insertion, and hence the weft stops is influenced. The supply air pressure at the fixed and main nozzles was 3 bar. The IRO w/ 78407 yarn accumulator (fixed drum-rotating guide) was used on the machine. The pick length was accumulated by adjusting the number of windings and the diameter of the drum according to a certain formula given by the manufacturer. Figure(2) shows the distribution of the relay nozzles along the machine width. According to machine speed, crossing of harnesses, machine width, weft length and time available for insertion the microprocessor on the machine calculates the valve settings (opening and closing positions, as shown in Figure(3). The time available for weft insertion is largely influenced by the supply air pressure. It is recommended to have a large insertion time in order to use a low air pressure in the main and relay nozzles. The matter which reduces the air consumption. As shown in Figure(3), the magnet pin of the prewinder closes before the weft insertion is completed.

The harnesses motion on the machine is driven by cams, Figure(4) shows the displacement of the harnesses in case of plain weave. Figure(5) shows the displacement of the sley. The adjustment of the shed size and the sley motion when weft insertion starts must be as shown in Figure(6). The shed size is determined by the angle θ at the position of starting insertion which corresponds to a crank shaft angle of 80°. The air jet weaving machine was running at shed size 36° and harnesses crossing angle of 31°.
3-Experimental Method:

The factors which are considered in this work are: 1) harnesses crossing angle, and 2) shed size. These factors affect the number of weft and warp stops per cmpx during weaving. The interaction between these factors was expected to influence the number of yarn stops. It was useful to use the factorial design technique according to the selected level of variables, as shown in Table(1). The experimental plan for the two variable at three levels is shown in Table(2).

The response \( Y \) is given by a second order polynomial, i.e.

\[
Y = B_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{k} B_i X_i + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=i+1}^{k} B_{ij} X_i X_j
\]

Where,

- \( X_i \) is 1 th variable,
- \( k \) = number of variables, and
- \( B_0, B_i \) & \( B_{ij} \) = regression coefficients associated with the variables.

4-Discussion of Results:

According to the experimental plan shown in Table(2), the number of weft stops as well as the number of warp stops was recorded from the microprocessor on the machine in one day running time (3 shifts). The corresponding number of cmpx(100,000 picks) per shift was also recorded. Table(3) shows the experimental results. The results were fed to a computer. The regression coefficients were determined and the response surface equations for the average number of weft stops per cmpx and the average number of warp stops per cmpx of shift 1 and of the 3 shifts are given in Tables(4 & 5), respectively. It was important to consider the influence of harnesses crossing angle and shed size on weft and warp stops in shift 1. This is because, in a weaving mill all other factors influencing the weft and warp stops were always kept the same in shift 1.

4.1. Effect of shed size and harnesses crossing angle on weft stops.

Figure(7 & 8) show the effect of harnesses crossing angle on number of weft stops per cmpx. The contour lines show clearly that the number of weft stops per cmpx decreased as the shed size was increased. This is because, the increase in shed size reduced the possibility of weft clinging inside the shed during insertion, which in turn reduced the weft stops. The increase of harnesses crossing angle resulted in a reduction of number of weft stops per cmpx, as shown in Figure(7 & 8). This is attributed to the large weft passage at end of insertion which resulted from the late harnesses crossing. The weft insertion time did not change, however, the opening time of the relay nozzle groups 7&8 was increased as the harnesses crossing angle was increased( an increase of 5 ms, in opening time was observed for an increase of 20° in crossing angle). This helped in straightening the weft yarn during insertion, and hence the possibility of loop formation inside the shed was reduced, which in turn reduced the weft stops.
4.2. Effect of shed size and harnesses crossing angle on warp stops.

Figure (9 & 10) show the effect of shed size and harnesses crossing angle on the number of warp stops per cmpx. The contour lines show that the number of warp stops per cmpx increased as the shed size was increased. This is due to the increase in the extension stress on the warp [6]. At small shed size the harnesses crossing angle showed no large influence on warp stops, but at large shed size the harnesses crossing increased the number of warp stops per cmpx because the forces on warp during beating up increased [2]. Generally, the quality of warp yarns determines to a large extend, the number of warp stops during weaving [1 & 2]. Despite the fact that, the experimental plan shown in Table (2) was done using only one warp beam. The expected variation in yarn quality within warp beam affected the results of warp stops when the shed size was increased to 34", as shown in Figure (10).

5- Adjustment of Harnesses Crossing Angle and Shed Size:

It is clear from Figures (7 to 10) and the previous discussions that, the influence of harnesses crossing angle and shed size on number of warp stops per cmpx was different from that on weft stops per cmpx. Hence, it became necessary to find out, a satisfactory adjustment for the harnesses crossing angle and shed size. In spite of the fact that the number of weft stops per cmpx was nearly twice that of warp stops. The service time of a warp stop was high compared to that of weft stop (17.5 sec. for weft and 65 sec. for warp). This makes the warp stops represent nearly 65% of the total stops in weaving (assuming no other stops). Thus, a reduction in the number of warp stops, without influencing the number of weft stops, will end up with a significant influence on the productivity of weaving. This is highly affected by the quality of warp yarns. As shown in Figure (7 & 8), the number of weft stops per cmpx is very low at a harnesses crossing angle of 320°. A shed size of 32" is shown to be a good compromise value between the number of weft and warp stops per cmpx. This adjustment, harnesses crossing angle 320° and shed size 32", showed a relatively low number of weft and warp stops during weaving. The results of this adjustment are:

- average number of weft stops per cmpx in shift 1 = 3.1
- average number of warp stops per cmpx in shift 1 = 3.9
- average number of weft stops per cmpx in 3 shifts = 4.77
- average number of warp stops per cmpx in 3 shifts = 3.7

5- Conclusion:

From the previous results and discussions the following conclusions can be drawn:

1-On air jet weaving machine, the harnesses crossing angle and shed size affected the weft stops during weaving. Large harnesses crossing and large shed size reduced the number of weft stops per cmpx.

2-Large harnesses crossing and large shed size raised the number of warp stops per cmpx.
3 - In this work a harness crossing angle of 320° and shed size of 32°, showed a low number of weft and warp stops per cm².

6 - References:


Table 1: Actual levels corresponding to coded levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>level</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>+1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- X1: Harnesses crossing angle, degrees: 290 310 330
- X2: Shed size, degrees: 30 32 34

Table 2: Experimental plan for two variables at three levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Level of variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table (3) Experimental results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Number of weft stops per cm²</th>
<th>Number of warp stops per cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shift 1</td>
<td>shift 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.659</td>
<td>6.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.745</td>
<td>8.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>5.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.848</td>
<td>12.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.849</td>
<td>8.483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table (4) Response surface equations, for shift 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-weft stops 9.56-2.11X1-4.01X2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per cm² -0.26X1X2+3.53X1-1.21X2</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-warp stops 8.63-0.77X1-4.97X2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per cm² -0.36X1X2+1.49X1+2.28X2</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table (5) Response surface equations, for 3 shifts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-weft stops 10.93-2.67X1-5.51X2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per cm² 0.21X1X2+2.55X1-0.15X2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-warp stops 9.45+0.93X1+X2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per cm² 0.61X1X2+0.65X1-2.65X2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(1) **Arrangement of main nozzle, fixed nozzle and accumulator**

- **18 nozzles at 74 mm apart**
- **6 nozzles at 37 mm apart**

*Figure (1) Distribution of relay nozzles along machine width.*
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Figure 3: Timing of nozzles, magnet pin
and weft insertion.

Figure 4: Position of starting weft insertion.
Figure (4) Harness motion diagram, crossing 320.

Figure (5) Sley motion diagram
Figure 7: Influence of harness crossing angle and shed size on average number of warp stops in shift 1
a) response surface,
b) contour lines.

Figure 8: Influence of harness crossing angle and shed size on average number of weft stops in shift 1
a) response surface,
b) contour lines.
Figure 9) Influence of harness crossing angle and shed size on average number of weft stops in 3 shifts
   a) response surface.
   b) contour lines.

Figure 10) Influence of harness crossing angle and shed size on average number of warp stops in 3 shifts
   a) response surface.
   b) contour lines.